
Made in USA

Third-party research indicates that 

our cages have 15X lower levels of 

NH3 than traditional caging and also 

feature a gentle animal environment.

“Ammonia and Carbon Dioxide 

Concentrations in Disposable and 

Reusable Ventilated Mouse Cages,” 

by Jerald Silverman, David W Bays, 

Sheldon F Copper, and Stephen P 

Baker.

Published in JAALAS Vol 47, March 

2008.

READ ARTICLE HERE:

http://www.disposablecages.com/

disposable-cages-validation.php

Disposable Cages for Mice
ANIMAL WELFARE | UNBEATABLE VALUE | EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

BETTER CAGE, BETTER ANIMAL ENVIRONMENT

The Innocage® is designed to maximize the use of state-of-the-art airflow 

delivered by the Innorack®. The position of the supply and exhaust ports in the 

lid, in combination with the transversal intracage airflow, results a gentle, no-

draft animal environment.

Third-party research shows our cages have 15x lower levels of ammonia than 

traditional systems and improve breeding (click for the breeding study).

25 cages < 13 in A stack of 25 Innovive mouse cages fits into 

a standard changing station.

50 < 5 A stack of 50 Innovive mouse cages is shorter 

than a stack of 5 traditional mouse cages.

1 pallet = 1200 changes About 1200 Innovive cages change-outs fit 

on a single pallet.

The dense stacking offered by Innovive disposable rodent caging reduces the 

cost of transportation and storage; it decreases handling time and increases 

cage changeouts efficiency.

LIGHTWEIGHT and ERGONOMIC CAGES

At 8 oz, the Innocage is the lightest cage on the market. Technicians from 

vivariums around the world have weighed in with their opinion: a lighter cage 

makes a big difference!

DESIGNED FOR EFFICIENT OPERATIONS

Innovive disposable mouse cages are designed for maximum transportation, 

handling and processing efficiency:

Innocage® Mouse

11.6"L x 7"W x 5"H 

81 in2 floorspace 

8.8 oz cage | 1.9 oz food tray

Innocage® IVC Mouse

BPA-FREE

81 in2
FLOOR SPACE

http://www.disposablecages.com/
mailto:sales%40innoviveinc.com?subject=Sample%20Cage%20Request
http://www.disposablecages.com/disposable-cages-validation.php
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Made in USA
1 CAGE BOTTOM, OVER 150 OPTIONS

The Innovive disposable rodent caging system features a universal cage bottom 

with multiple options for bedding, lids, ventilation, feeders and water. 

This results in over 150 ways to configure your rodent caging to fit your specific 

research needs. 

THREE DELIVERY OPTIONS for Innovive Disposable Cage Bottoms:

Innocage®, empty Pre-bedded, corn cob  Pre-bedded, ALPHA-dri®

Innovive standard disposable cage 

bottom arrives ready for you to add 

the bedding of your choice.

Innovive standard disposable cage 

bottom arrives pre-filled with 1/8” 

corn cob and ready for use.

Our standard disposable cage 

bottom arrives pre-filled with 1/8” 

ALPHA-dri®.

Perfect for GLP studies.

IVC Single Filter IVC Dual Filter  IVC Containment Static Transport

Single-Filter IVC 

Lid designed for 

standard disposable 

IVC rodent housing 

applications. 

Dual-Filter IVC Lid 

has filters that cover 

both ventilation 

ports.

Dual HEPA Filter 

IVC Lid designed for 

rodent containment.

Static Housing Lid 

is perfect for small 

studies, contingency 

caging & other 

scenarios when a 

rack isn’t required.

No-water-bottle 

reservoir makes this 

Transport Lid ideal 

for moving mice short 

or long distances.

FIVE LID OPTIONS:

All Innovive disposable IVC mouse cage lids are compatible with the universal Innocage® bottom. The assembled 

Innocage® provides 81 in2 of floor space and 5 inches of headroom. 

All our caging components are delivered double-bagged and irradiated.
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Made in USA

TWO FEEDER OPTIONS:

Stainless Steel Standard

IHigh-volume hybrid metal-plastic feeder 

with a stainless steel insert; compatible with 

all Innovive disposable cages. 

High-volume hybrid metal-plastic feeder 

that features a zinc electroplated steel 

insert. Compatible with all our disposable 

cages.

Aquavive® Empty Aquavive® Pre-filled  Autowatering Water Pouches

Our 300 ml Aquavive® 

water bottle is delivered 

empty for filling at your 

facility.

Innovive standard 

Aquavive® water bottle can 

be delivered pre-filled with 

acidified water.

Innovive disposable rodent 

caging can be used with 

any standard autowatering 

solution.

Filling bags with water at 

your facility? No problem - 

the standard Innovive lid is 

a perfect fit.

FOUR WATERING OPTIONS:

***NOTE: For our zinc-plated hybrid feeder we use a process called bright zinc electroplating, a 

technology commonly used in residential water service pipes.
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